Abstract-The total flow-time problem of two machine open-shop is NP-hard in strong sense. For the above problem without constrains, an explicit solution is constructed in this paper from the optimal schedule under the non-idle machine constraint, its total flow-time is reductive. The explicit solution under non-idle machine constraints must not be the explicit solution without constraints is proved under the consideration.
For problem(1.1), M.Dror [3] give the optimal solution under 2 1 2P P  ,and give a efficient algorithm to following problem 
Siming Xiang and Guochun Tang [4] proved that M.Dror algorithm is wrong conclusion. They proved that the problem can transform a assignment problem, then 2 1 2 2 , 2 ,
is polynomial solvable, Hungary algorithm i.e. Wenci Yu and Gang Ying [5] give the explicit solution for the problem. In this paper, an explicit solution of problem (2)is constructed and its total flow-time is more reductive than problem (3) . It show that the proved that explicit solution of problem (2) 
Theorem 1 [5] If the number of jobs n satisfy 3 n m   ,the optimal schedule S  of problem (1.3)is
Theorem 2 [5] If the number of jobs n satisfy 3 n m   n m  , the optimal schedule S  of problem
Lemma 1 If the number of jobs n satisfy 3 n m   ,the total flow-time of the optimal schedule
Proof ( 
The proof of (2)and (3)is slightly. We improved the optimal schedule in theorem 1 allowing in the machine idle period of time below.
First, we consider 3 n k 
. 
Finally, we consider
There is the conclusion of theorem 5.
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